Physics Tutoring Schedule, Fall 2015
Society of Physics Students (SPS)
Merion Science Center 125

Each Tutor offers one hour of **free** tutoring **per week** (not per student). After that one hour, they reserve the right to charge for tutoring. A fee would be agreed upon between the student and the tutor.

- Students who are not available during these times may email any tutor to schedule an hour.
- Courses: (PHY 100, 105, 130-180, 240, 260)
  
  *Try to e-mail tutor beforehand so they are aware you are coming*
- **Monday:**
  
  Audree Bonavita (AB816878@wcupa.edu) 9:00-10:00am and 1:00-2:00pm
  Sage Wronowski (SW782719@wcupa.edu) 11:00 am – 12:00 pm
  Brenda Heisler (BH790631@wcupa.edu) 11:00am-1:00pm
  Phil Curtis (PC792219@wcupa.edu) 1:00pm-2:00pm
  Brett Ellis (BE803622@wcupa.edu) 4:00pm-5:00pm

- **Wednesday:**
  
  Audree Bonavita (AB816878@wcupa.edu) 9:00-10:00am and 1:00-2:00pm
  Sage Wronowski (SW782719@wcupa.edu) 11:00 am – 12:00 pm
  Brenda Heisler (BH790631@wcupa.edu) 11:00am-1:00pm

- **Friday:**
  
  Audree Bonavita (AB816878@wcupa.edu) 9:00-10:00am and 1:00-2:00pm
  Sage Wronowski (SW782719@wcupa.edu) 11:00 am – 12:00 pm
  Brenda Heisler (BH790631@wcupa.edu) 11:00am-1:00pm
  Phil Curtis (PC792219@wcupa.edu) 1:00pm-2:00pm
  Brett Ellis (BE803622@wcupa.edu) 4:00pm-5:00pm

**Tutors also available any day by appointment:**

Dylan Collette(DC771957@wcupa.edu)
Kamron Salavitabar(KS813209@wcupa.edu)
Audree Bonavita (AB816878@wcupa.edu)
Brenda Heisler (BH790631@wcupa.edu)
Brett Ellis (BE803622@wcupa.edu)